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This paper presents an in-depth analysis of decarbonizing the electricity sector
in the Dominican Republic, pivotal for addressing climate change and fostering
economic growth. Employing the robust-decision making methodology, we
studied multiple scenarios via computational models, capturing inputs from
stakeholders and evaluating each scenario across 1,000 futures to capture deep
uncertainty. Four scenarios were examined: baseline, reference, natural gas,
and renewable. The renewable scenario emerged as the most advantageous,
proposing the replacement of coal-fired power generation with renewable
sources, primarily solar and wind, coupled with batteries. A significant
investment, averaging US$3.3 billion, is necessary for this shift toward renewable
energy; however, these investments are overcompensated by savings in
operational costs. Crucially, this transition promises substantial benefits by 2050:
an estimated cumulative average net economic gain of US$2.7 billion, an 8%
reduction in average generation costs in 2050, the creation of 160,000 direct
jobs, and the avoidance of circa 140million tons of CO2. The findings underscore
the feasibility and economic viability of transitioning to a 55% renewable energy
generation by 2050. The study o�ers a critical roadmap for policymakers,
highlighting renewable energy expansion, transmission grid strengthening, and
strategic coal generation replacement, thus o�ering a comprehensive blueprint
for the nation’s energy transition.
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1 Introduction

In the face of mounting global climate challenges, the transition to sustainable energy

systems has become a critical imperative. Central to international efforts like the Paris

Agreement (United Nations, 2015), this transition aims to mitigate climate change impacts

by substantially reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, particularly in the electricity

sector, a major global CO2 emitter (IEA, 2023a,b). The transformation of this traditionally

fossil-fuel-dependent sector is vital for meeting global warming reduction targets and

aligns with broader United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (McCollum et al.,

2018; Vogt-Schilb, 2021), fostering sustainable economic growth, ensuring access to

affordable and clean energy, and encouraging innovation.
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In this context, countries like Costa Rica, Peru, Chile, and

Colombia have actively examined the cost-benefit aspects of

decarbonizing their economies (Groves et al., 2020; Benavides et al.,

2021; Quirós-Tortós et al., 2021; Arguello et al., 2022), a trend that

the Dominican Republic closely follows. These studies have shown

that decarbonization offers substantial economic opportunities for

Latin American countries. A recent regional analysis revealed that

decarbonizing the economies of Latin America and the Caribbean

could yield a net benefit of∼2.7 trillionUS dollars by 2050, marking

a significant economic and environmental paradigm shift (Kalra

et al., 2023).

In the Dominican Republic, 84% of electricity is currently

generated from fossil fuels, posing economic challenges due to

global price fluctuations and supply chain vulnerabilities, and

contributing significantly to the country’s carbon footprint. The

goal is to meet 25% of electricity needs with renewable sources

by 2025. However, despite advances in solar and wind energy,

coal generation tripled by 2022, led by the Punta Catalina coal-

fired power plant. This transition away from fossil fuels is

compounded by limited hydroelectric capacity and integration

challenges with renewables, necessitating energy storage and

system improvements.

This paper offers an in-depth analysis of sustainable transition

pathways for the Dominican Republic’s electricity sector. We

employ a robust decision-making (RDM)methodology, developing

the Exploratory Model of Expansion Pathways for the Electricity

Sector (EMEPES)—a tool inspired by OSeMOSYS (Howells et al.,

2011), specialized for long-term electricity sector scenario analysis

considering uncertainties. Each scenario is evaluated under 1,001

alternative futures using the Latin Hypercube Sampling technique

(Iman, 2014). The scenarios, along with their uncertainties, were

defined in three participatory workshops, engaging over 70 diverse

stakeholders from the Dominican electricity sector per workshop,

including government officials, industry experts, and civil society

representatives. The results of the simulations and constant

feedback from stakeholders were then used to produce a robust

roadmap to pursue decarbonization in the electricity sector of the

country. This comprehensive, collaborative approach provides a

nuanced understanding of the trade-offs and synergies in each

potential pathway.

Our analysis reveals the renewable energy scenario as

especially promising. Advocating a transition from coal to a

mix of solar and wind energy, supported by energy storage

technologies, this scenario demands significant investment but

offers considerable returns. By 2050, it could lead to a cumulative

net economic gain of US$2.7 billion, reduce average generation

costs by 8%, create 160,000 direct jobs, and decrease CO2

emissions by ∼140 million tons, demonstrating the economic,

environmental, and social benefits of this transition. The analysis

also highlights the feasibility and urgency of the Dominican

Republic’s shift toward a renewable energy future, proposing a

roadmap to achieve 55% renewable energy generation by 2050.

This includes expanding renewable infrastructure, enhancing the

transmission grid, and strategically phasing out coal generation.

While focused on the Dominican Republic, this study offers

valuable insights and frameworks for other countries facing

similar challenges, contributing to the global sustainable energy

transition discourse.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the

methods (overarching methodology, model used and roadmap

development). Section 3 presents the results ranging from technical

insights to social implications of the decarbonization of the

electricity sector in the Dominican Republic. Section 4 concludes

the paper.

2 Methods

This section explains the methods deployed in this study.

The overarching methodology of this study is based on the

Robust Decision Making (RDM) approach (Lempert et al., 2003).

We co-created scenarios with stakeholders and studied them

via simulations using sophisticated modeling tools in thousands

of simulations to capture uncertainties. The corresponding

results were discussed, and they then helped to design a

robust decarbonization roadmap for the electricity sector in the

Dominican Republic. Below the details of the process.

2.1 Stakeholder engagement and scenarios

RDM involves a participatory process conducted through

consultative workshops and bilateral meetings with stakeholders,

reflecting various objectives and ideas in the analysis. We

conducted three participatory workshops with over 70 participants

each and held more than 30 bilateral meetings with key actors in

the Dominican Republic’s electricity sector. In the first participatory

workshop, we gathered concerns, ideas, and initiatives from

stakeholders, which were captured in the XLRM matrix (Lempert

et al., 2003). The XLRM matrix maps uncertainties that can affect

the outcome of the analysis, identifies policy levers for the electricity

sector’s decarbonization, collects key information, including data

and models, and defines key metrics to measure the outcome of the

analysis. In the second workshop, we presented key results in terms

of environmental, financial, economic, and social metrics defined

with stakeholders, and discussed possible improvements toward

the results. In the third workshop, we presented final results and

discussed the resulting roadmap to achieve decarbonization in the

electricity sector of the Dominican Republic.

Key stakeholder inputs were used to generate four main

scenarios (please see Section 2.2. and Section 3 for exploratory

modeling details):

1. Business-as-usual (BAU) scenario: it describes the evolution

of the electricity sector until 2060 based on trends, where coal

plants continue significant electricity production.

2. Reference scenario: it is based on existing energy policies in

the country, including the National Energy Plan (NEP; CNE,

2022a), incorporating natural gas projects tendered in 2022

according to information received from theMinistry of Energy

and Mines of the country.

3. Natural gas scenario: it is based on the reference scenario but

explores the conversion of coal plants to natural gas.

4. Renewable scenario: it is based on the reference scenario but

explores the conversion or replacement of coal plants with
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non-conventional renewable energies (i.e., aside from large-

scale hydro generation). There are three variations of this

scenario based on the interests of the stakeholders:

◦ only onshore and solar;

◦ onshore, solar and biomass;

◦ and onshore, offshore, and biomass.

Crucially, the renewable scenario focuses on coal replacement

as the main driver of decarbonization for the sector. Natural

gas is part of the scenario because of the existing and

planned capacity (Section 3 details these sources), and

because flexible thermal generation is needed to back up

the seasonal variability of wind resources. Being an island

nation, the lack of interconnection to a large, robust system

makes the local grid require thermal generation capacity,

including fuel oil and natural gas. All these elements are

analyzed in detail in this study, highlighting the critical

role of coal replacement and thermal generation capacity in

decarbonization efforts. Should additional electricity demand

arise, it would undoubtedly complicate the decarbonization

challenge, yet such considerations are beyond the current

scope of our analysis.

2.2. Exploratory Model of Expansion
Pathways for the Electricity Sector

RDM leverages models to inform policy questions through

the development and analysis of various scenarios. In this study,

we developed the Exploratory Model of Expansion Pathways

for the Electricity Sector (EMEPES). It is a tool inspired by

the Open Source Energy Modeling System (OSeMOSYS; Howells

et al., 2011) for structure, but specifically designed for conducting

assumption-driven scenario analyses in the electricity sector.

However, unlike the least-cost approach of OSeMOSYS, EMEPES

simulates electricity supply and demand dynamics based on

exogenously defined demand profiles and user-specified generation

mix scenarios. Instead, it is specially designed for analyzing long-

term scenarios in the electricity sector, with a particular focus

on incorporating uncertainties. First, EMEPES matches electricity

supply with a demand profile that is defined exogenously. Then,

it calculates the composition of the generation mix, represented

by different technologies, according to each user-defined scenario.

We conduct an initial simulation for each scenario using base

assumptions, i.e., projections of costs, efficiency, and other

parameters according to reputable international sources. This

initial step provides a baseline understanding of each scenario’s

potential outcomes under a set of expected conditions.

To explore a broader range of possibilities and incorporate

uncertainties inherent in long-term planning, we then expand our

analysis into a more comprehensive experiment. This involves

generating a set of simulations designed to capture the impacts

of various forms of uncertainty—technological, financial, and

political. We achieve this by systematically randomizing input

parameters, identified as key uncertainties, within predefined

ranges. This method allows us to explore a wide spectrum of

potential futures and understand the robustness of each scenario

under different conditions. In this study, for each scenario, we

generate 1,001 unique parameterizations, referred to as “possible

futures”. In total, this process results in 6,006 simulations, each

providing insights into how different scenarios might perform

under a diverse array of circumstances. These simulations are then

systematically analyzed to identify key decarbonization milestones.

We assess these milestones based on their performance across

various modeled metrics, such as economic benefits and emissions

reduction. This comprehensive analysis aids in understanding

the resilience and effectiveness of each decarbonization pathway

under uncertainty.

EMEPES allows estimating investment costs, operational costs

(fixed and variable), and externality costs. It also allows estimating

capacity expansion, generation production per type of power plant,

generation costs per energy unit, number of jobs created per

scenario, and GHG emission trajectory per power plant and fuel

type. Estimations follow approaches similar to existing literature

(Groves et al., 2020; Saget et al., 2020; Benavides et al., 2021; Quirós-

Tortós et al., 2021; Solano-Rodríguez et al., 2021; Welsby et al.,

2021; Arguello et al., 2022; Galindo et al., 2022; Kalra et al., 2023;

Victor-Gallardo et al., 2024):

• Annual GHG emissions are estimated by multiplying annual

fuel consumption by the corresponding emission factor.

• Capital costs of generation projects are calculated by

multiplying required capacity by a unit cost from national

(CNE, 2022a) and international sources (NREL, 2023).

• Plant maintenance costs are based on installed capacity and

unit cost per technology type (NREL, 2023). Operational costs

are estimated based on fuel consumption for each technology.

• In the Dominican Republic, the “Organismo Coordinador

del Sistema Eléctrico Nacional Interconectado” (OC-

SENI), translated as “Coordinating Organism of the

Interconnected National Electric System”, handles electricity

data and operates the system. Fuel prices are derived from

historical data for 2018–2021 reported by the OC-SENI, and

average projections by CME Group and World Economic

Outlook (IMF, 2023) until 2024, using international

projections from World Energy Outlook (IEA, 2023b) for

subsequent years.

• Employment factors are from international studies with

regional coefficients (Greenpeace, 2019; Teske, 2019)

and are associated with each generation technology

in the model, including construction, operation, and

maintenance components.

• Decarbonization benefits are estimated by comparing

scenarios to a benchmark scenario -the BAU in this analysis

(see Section 2.1. definitions). A lower-cost renewable scenario

than the BAU scenario implies a net benefit; otherwise, it

indicates a net cost.

EMEPES is constructed in four modules, each covering

different aspects of the future electrical system. Figure 1 shows how

the modules relate. Each module provides the input to the next one.

There is an overarching administrator that generates parameter

variations that are reflective of uncertainties. The administrator
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FIGURE 1

EMEPES logical structure.

uses a Latin hypercube sampling technique (Iman, 2014) to produce

N samples of parameter variations for P parameters. Each variation

is called a future, and the total number of futures is equal to N,

which the user must define. For exploratory modeling assumptions,

see Section 3 for the case study. Below, the function of each module

is described.

• Demand module (Module A): estimates the future electricity

demand based on the energy balance. The base year

needs energy balance data for final energy consumption by

sector and energy carrier. Then, the demand increases with

a combination of economic growth and demand energy

intensity, which are assumption inputs. The demand applies

equally for all the scenarios defined.

• Supply module (Module B): estimates the generation and

installed capacity by technology to meet electricity demand.

This expansion follows the renewable energy shares inputted

by the user. It also considers other user inputs: planned

projects per technology type, planned retired capacity, and

shares per technology type to quantify unplanned demand

expansion. The technologies are: combined cycle and open

cycle turbines running on natural gas, wind turbines, solar

photovoltaic, hydropower, internal combustion engines that

run on fuel oil, and steam power plants that run on biomass

and coal.

• Hourly analysis module (Module C): it verifies the hourly

match between supply and demand. It requires a load

profile per hour for each month. Also, it requires the daily

capacity factor profiles, per month, for solar and wind

generation. Renewable generation is supported by storage for

peak shaving. Gas turbines and internal combustion engine

generators are used flexibly to meet demand when supply is

insufficient. If there is insufficient capacity, the module adjusts

the capacity expansion fromModule B.

• Metrics module (Module D): estimates metrics for each

scenario, such as capital costs, fixed operational costs

associated with capacity, variable operational costs related

to fuel consumption and other costs that are a function of

production, externalities related to pollution, and its effects on

human health, emissions, and jobs.

2.3 Roadmap development

The method for creating the decarbonization roadmap

proposal is both quantitative and qualitative. The results of the

6,006 simulations are systematically analyzed to find characteristics

associated with desirable performance metrics. For example, high

production of electricity with renewable sources would lower

emissions, beneficial for the environmental dimension. Based on

stakeholder inputs, we identified and selected simulations that

fell within the top decile simultaneously for each of the three

key metrics evaluated: generation cost (lowest 10% for economic

dimension), jobs generated (highest 10% for social dimension), and

emissions (lowest 10% for environmental dimension).

To create the roadmap, characteristics representing the

evolution of the electrical system are determined, considering the

previously identified simulations. Four characteristics are extracted

from the simulations: (i) installed capacity; (ii) percentage of non-

conventional renewable energy generation (ERNC); (iii) battery

storage level; and (iv) investment levels by technology. The values

identified for these four characteristics set the roadmap goals for

the years 2025, 2030, 2040, and 2050.

Additionally, we developed a tool to collect barriers and

identify enabling conditions for the decarbonization. The tool was

used and completed by sector actors and supplemented through

bilateral meetings. The roadmap proposal results from integrating

the desirable decarbonization goals with the actions required to

overcome identified barriers and achieve decarbonization by 2050.

The roadmap creation process was iterative, culminating in a

workshop with over 70 representatives from different agencies in

the electricity sector.

3 Data and assumptions

The following are key considerations for the simulations (find

exploratory modeling aspects in Table 3):

• Battery installation post-2025: lithium-ion batteries are

installed proportional to the installed solar and wind capacity.

Solar capacity includes 50% storage capacity with 4-h

duration, and wind capacity uses 20% storage, independent of

generation projects.

• Minimum reserve margin: a 20% reserve margin is

maintained, combining coal, combined cycle, and gas turbine

plants, 85% of battery capacity, and 20% of hydro capacity.

The 85% battery factor accounts for charge-discharge losses,

and the 20% hydro factor is based on minimum capacity

explored. Future studies should refine reserve margin criteria,

integrating a more detailed SENI electrical analysis. New

dual internal combustion engines (natural gas or fuel oil) are

introduced if more dispatchable capacity is needed.

• Coal plant operation: from 2025, replaced coal plants operate

at an 80% annual plant factor. Natural gas replacement must

equal the replaced technology in terms of installed capacity.

• Exclusion of decommissioning costs: costs for plant

decommissioning aren’t considered. Future work could

evaluate the reuse of plant assets and more technological

options to support new renewable generation.

• Demand and supply balancing: the model simulates a

demand-supply balance. Electricity demand until 2036 is

based on the NEP’s trend scenario, including sector-wise

energy demands. Post-2036 demand projection combines

GDP growth and energy intensity trends. GDP is assumed to
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grow by 5% from 2022 to 2026 and then linearly decrease to

3.7% by 2050.

• Energy composition: the energy composition of each demand

sector, defined in the NEP until 2036, is assumed constant

until 2050.

• Electricity demand calculation: the country’s electricity

demand until 2050 is calculated by multiplying GDP with

sectoral energy intensity and demand composition. Electricity

demand considers self-producers, isolated systems, and

technical losses. Transmission losses are assumed constant

at 1.82% until 2050, and technical distribution losses at

14.85%. Within the confines of this study’s scope, detailed

electrification scenarios were not explored, focusing instead

on broader electricity demand projections up to 2050.

Recognizing the significance of sectoral electrification, future

research is encouraged to undertake a comprehensive cost-

benefit analysis of electrification in an integrated manner.

• System supply: data from the OC-SENI is used to determine

the initial generation mix. The monthly capacity and

generation by technology and energy source from OC-SENI

are used to calculate the capacity factor for renewables per

month. Hourly generation is matched to hourly demand to

determine potential dispatch for thermal plants and lithium-

ion batteries. The capacity factors are adjusted to the yearly

averages of the NEP (CNE, 2022a): 21.5% for solar and 35%

for onshore wind. For offshore wind, the capacity factor is

increased to 50%, but the same profiles of onshore wind are

maintained for lack of additional data.

• Generation expansion: based on the NEP’s. The NEP presents

multiple scenarios; we use the one with maximum renewable

ambition. We also included planned capacity according to the

Long-Term Operation Program of the OC-SENI up to 2027.

To the extent that is possible, we used data available in the

country. Below are the data and sources of the parameters used in

the case study.

• The emission factors per fossil fuel are based on national

sources (GIZ, 2020; MIMARENA et al., 2020). These factors

in Gg CO2e/GWh are 0.57, 0.4, and 1.23, for fuel oil, natural

gas, and carbon, respectively.

• The variable operating cost is directly related to the fuel

consumption and its price. The historical fuel prices were

sourced from the OC-SENI in Dominican Republic. Data was

extracted from reports spanning from 2018 until 2021. The

projections presented by CMEGroup (CMEGroup, 2023) and

the World Energy Outlook (IEA, 2023b) were used for later

years up to 2024; beyond that, we used long-term projections

of the World Energy Outlook (IEA, 2023b). The data is

presented in Table 1.

• The capital costs per technology mix international and local

references. For 2022, the capital unit cost in US$/kW for solar,

wind onshore and wind offshore are 1,023.5, 1,688, and 3,185,

respectively (CNE, 2021); the same source has costs of 15.33,

26.47, and 110.56 US$/kW for solar, wind onshore, and wind

offshore. Table 2 shows normalized future costs, using the

trajectories from the NREL ATB database (NREL, 2023).

• The capital and operational costs for various energy

technologies are specified based on a combination of

international and local sources, which are held constant

over the simulation horizon. The unit capital expenditure

(CAPEX) for biomass reconversion is $38.46/kW (CNE,

2022a), for natural gas with combined cycles is $1,084/kW

(CNE, 2022a), for natural gas reconversion is $231/kW (GIZ,

2018), for hydroelectricity is $2,769/kW (CNE, 2022a), and for

combustion engines is $1,100/kW (CNE, 2022a). Regarding

operational expenditures (OPEX), hydroelectricity incurs a

cost of $42.01/kW (NREL, 2023), combustion engines cost

$35.16/kW (CNE, 2022a), steam turbines operating on coal

cost $82/kW (NREL, 2023), biomass costs $29.37/kW (NREL,

2023), and natural gas costs $14.10/kW (CNE, 2022a).

• Job factors (jobs/MW) form international studies

(Greenpeace, 2019; Teske, 2019) are: 1.8, 14, 3, 6.5, and

3.5 for the construction and installation of new capacity of

natural gas, biomass, onshore wind, offshore wind, and solar

projects. The study also shows operation and maintenance

jobs per unit of total installed capacity: 0.14, 1.5, 0.3, 0.15,

and 0.7 for natural gas, biomass, onshore wind, offshore wind,

and solar projects. According to the same source, for coal, the

operation and maintenance jobs are 0.14 jobs/MW.

A fixed parameterization applies to an initial future. The

parameters can take various values depending on assumptions

about the future. An additional 1,000 parameter combinations

are created with the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) algorithm,

which creates a matrix of numbers for N samples and P

parameters. Table 3 shows the varied parameters (a total of

13). LHS generates a matrix of 1,000 rows (representing

futures) and 13 columns (representing parameters), with random

numbers between 0 and 1 per cell. These numbers are adjusted

to the value range intervals of the “Min” column (when

the random number is 0) and the “Max” column (when

the random number is 1) in Table 3. The “initial future’

column displays the value used for the base case before

varying parameters.

4 Results

This section presents the outcomes of our comprehensive

analysis using the EMEPES. We present the results of the four

scenarios under different conditions, discussing key outcomes in

terms of their feasibility, economic implications, social impacts,

and environmental impact. The analysis, enriched by 6,006

simulations, reveals critical findings about the potential trajectories

of the Dominican Republic’s electricity sector, highlighting

key milestones in the journey toward a sustainable energy

future. Note the renewable scenario has 3,003 simulations,

since three permutations are modeled (see Section 2.1.). We

explore metrics such as GHG emissions, economic benefits,

investment needs, and employment opportunities associated with

each scenario. Finally, we present the proposed roadmap to

deliver high benefits, a high number of jobs, and low emissions

by 2050.
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TABLE 1 Based values utilized for fuel prices.

Fuel/year 2021 2022 2025 2030 2040 2050

Natural gas

(US$/MMBTU)

6.76 9.79 13.71 6.69 6.91 7.14

Coal (US$/ton) 98 187.19 155.43 65.45 62.66 60.15

TABLE 2 Capital and fixed operating costs normalized to 2021.

Cost Technology 2022 2025 2030 2040 2050

Capital Solar PV 0.96 0.84 0.64 0.59 0.53

Onshore wind 0.96 0.85 0.67 0.61 0.54

Offshore wind 0.95 0.88 0.81 0.74 0.69

Natural gas 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.84 0.81

Fixed OPEX Solar PV 0.97 0.88 0.74 0.69 0.64

Onshore wind 0.99 0.96 0.91 0.85 0.78

Offshore wind 0.97 0.9 0.82 0.74 0.68

4.1 Technical, socioeconomic, and
environmental outcomes

4.1.1 Installed capacity and electricity generation
The results of our study, illustrated in Figures 2 through 5, offer

insightful discussions about the future of the Dominican Republic’s

electricity sector under different decarbonization scenarios.

Figure 2 highlights the projected installed capacity by 2030 and

2050 for each scenario. The red line shows the average value across

all futures and the red dots represent the values of the simulations.

The renewable scenario demands the highest capacity due to

the lower capacity factors of solar and wind systems compared to

fossil fuel plants. The required capacity ranges from a minimum of

18.1 GW to a maximum of 28.2 GW by 2050, varying with demand

magnitude and the mix of renewable sources. The greater the solar

capacity compared to wind, the higher the total installed capacity.

Hydro capacity remains constant at 0.62 GW. By 2030, natural gas

(combined cycle and gas turbines) would have an installed capacity

of 3.2 GW in the base, reference, and renewable scenarios, and 3.41

GW in the natural gas scenario. By 2050, this increases to 3.6 GW

for the reference and renewable scenarios, 3.8 GW for the BAU

scenario, and 4.7 GW for the natural gas scenario.

For onshore wind, the installed capacity is 0.92 GW in the

BAU scenario by 2030, reaching 1.31 GW in the renewable

scenario. By 2050, this scenario projects the highest wind capacity

at 4.1 GW, compared to 2.30 GW in the BAU scenario. The

renewable scenario also includes 0.83 GW of offshore wind

by 2050—this would replace Punta Catalina coal-fired power

plant generation. Solar photovoltaic capacity is expected to

reach 7.6 GW in the renewable scenario by 2050. Internal

combustion engines’ installed capacity, required to maintain a 20%

reserve margin and cover demand when batteries and combined

cycle plants are insufficient, would be higher in the renewable

scenario (2.4 GW by 2050) compared to 1.9 GW in the natural

gas scenario.

Battery capacity needs vary across scenarios, with the renewable

scenario requiring the most (3.11 GW by 2050). Figure 3 shows the

penetration of non-conventional renewable energy as a percentage

of installed capacity, highlighting its growth in all scenarios and

reaching two-thirds by 2050 in the renewable scenario. The largest

installed capacity is reached in the renewable scenario only. By

2050, 66% of the power plants installed in the country would need

to be on average based on wind, solar and biomass.

Figure 4 depicts the distribution of generation by technology

and fuel. By 2030, more than 65% of generation would still

rely on fossil fuels in all scenarios. By 2050, combustion engine

generation would be between 3 and 6%, potentially utilizing natural

gas. Figure 5 finally shows the percentage of electricity generation

from non-conventional renewable sources. By 2050, the renewable

scenario (solar, wind, biomass, and water) contributes between 48

and 63%, reducing vulnerability to imported energy price shocks.

4.1.2 Cost-benefit assessment
We estimate cumulative costs from 2023 to 2050 for each

scenario, using a 5.04% discount rate based on a local study that

estimates the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) for the

electricity sector (CNE, 2022b). The costs of the reference, natural

gas and renewable scenarios are then contrasted with the costs of

the BAU scenario. We define net benefit if the cost of the BAU

scenario is larger than the cost of the other scenario. A net cost

implies the opposite (i.e., the BAU scenario is less expensive).

Figure 6 details the net benefit of net cost per scenario and

future. For the renewable scenario, the average net benefit is

estimated at $2.7 billion, and this ranges between a loss of $1.5

billion and a gain of $8.0 billion. The average investment costs for

generation in the renewable scenario are $3.3 billion higher than

in the BAU scenario. However, reduced operational costs would

compensate for the higher investment, translating into an average

country-level economic benefit of nearly $5.7 billion by 2050. In all

scenarios, the largest benefit corresponds to avoided variable costs,

mostly linked to fuel expenses.

The analysis of variable cost components reveals that

natural gas would be the most significant expenditure between
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TABLE 3 Uncertainties and their range explored.

Parameters Min Initial future Max

GDP growth (%) 2.4 3.7 5

Energy intensity (relative to initial future) 0.85 1 1.15

Share of renewable energies (% of 2050 generation) 35 37 50

Years of coal phase-out (year) 2026 Varies by plant 2050

Solar and wind shares for substitutions (%) 0 50 100

Battery capacity for solar (% of solar capacity) 30 50 70

Battery capacity for wind (% of wind capacity) 10 20 30

Capital cost for storage and renewable energies (relative to initial future in 2050) 0.5 1 1.5

The unit cost of coal (relative to initial future in 2050) 0.6 1 2.6

The unit cost of biomass (relative to initial future in 2050) 1 1 5

The unit cost of natural gas (relative to initial future in 2050) 0.5 1 1.5

The unit cost of fuel oil (relative to initial future in 2050) 0.25 1 1.5

Short-term variation of fossil fuel cost 0.75 1 1.25

FIGURE 2

Installed capacity per scenario in 2030 and 2050.

2023 and 2050, followed by coal and fuel oil. In terms of

avoided variable costs, both the reference and renewable

scenarios could save around $3 billion in natural gas expenses.

However, the natural gas scenario negates these savings as

almost the same amount of gas is consumed. Additionally,

avoiding fuel oil consumption contributes over a billion

dollars in benefits in the renewable scenario. The average

savings in variable costs from replacing coal generation amount

to∼$1.8 billion.

To realize the variable cost savings , capital investments

in generation and batteries are required. The magnitude of

these investments varies across scenarios. The net cost, or

additional cost relative to the BAU scenario, is lower than

the variable cost savings, resulting in overall positive benefits

on average.

The CAPEX magnitude for offshore wind and internal

combustion engines is similar in the renewable scenarios. The net

CAPEX cost for the renewable scenario with only solar and wind

would be slightly lower than the other two renewable scenarios,

primarily because solar energy is cheaper than offshore wind

in most futures. However, factors like transmission and land

availability, which were not quantitatively analyzed in this study,

may make the option of offshore wind more viable despite its

higher cost.

4.1.3 Jobs
Figure 7 illustrates the cumulative job creation across various

scenarios. The renewable scenario would generate the highest

number of jobs by both 2030 and 2050, with at least 45,000
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FIGURE 3

Proportion of installed capacity of non-conventional renewable energy sources per scenario in 2030 and 2050.

FIGURE 4

Average proportion of electricity generation per technology per scenario in 2030 and 2050.

jobs by 2030 and 121,000 by 2050 (minimum values from the

figure). By 2030, the renewable scenario is expected to create at

least 11,000 more jobs than the BAU scenario and at least 4,000

more than both the natural gas and reference scenarios. By 2050,

this advantage significantly increases, with the renewable scenario

generating 70,000 more jobs than the BAU scenario and at least

31,000 more than the natural gas scenario.

These figures underscore the substantial employment

benefits that can be realized through a shift toward renewable

energy. Not only does the renewable scenario contribute to

environmental sustainability, but it also plays a role in job creation,

surpassing the employment opportunities offered by the other

scenarios. This highlights the broader socio-economic benefits

of transitioning to renewable energy, demonstrating that such a

shift not only addresses environmental concerns but also has the

potential to significantly boost employment and contribute to

economic growth.

4.1.4 GHG emissions
Figure 8 in the study displays greenhouse gas (GHG)

emission outcomes for each scenario. In the BAU scenario,

emissions are projected to increase to 23.7 million tons of

CO2 equivalent (MtCO2e) by 2050. The reference scenario

shows a slight improvement, with emissions rising to

20.5 MtCO2e by the same year. The natural gas scenario

demonstrates a more significant reduction, averaging 14.5

MtCO2e, although in some futures, it could reach as high

as 17.7 MtCO2e.

The renewable scenario is expected to have the lowest emissions

among all scenarios, averaging 11.2 MtCO2e, with a maximum

of around 14 MtCO2e. To move toward carbon neutrality,

further reductions in the long term could be achieved in the

electricity sector if natural gas were replaced or blended with

green hydrogen, a technological option that should be explored in

future analyses.
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FIGURE 5

Porcentaje de generación de energía con ERNC por escenario.

FIGURE 6

Cumulative net benefit or net cost of the scenarios relative to the BAU scenario. The disaggregated bars show the specific components of net
benefits and costs. If the bar’s value is positive, it corresponds to a net benefit. If the value is negative, the bar is a net cost. The bars are the average
values across futures. The red line is the total net benefit (summing the disaggregated components), averaged across futures. The dots show the total
net benefits and costs for each future.

This analysis highlights the critical role of renewable energy

in reducing GHG emissions in the electricity sector, with the

renewable scenario showing the most promise for substantial

emission reductions.

4.2 Discussion of results

This paper has described the effects on employment,

emissions, and economic investment of four scenarios in

which the electrical sector in the Dominican Republic may

develop. This analysis provides support for understanding

the strategies to decarbonize the electricity sector of

the country.

The economic benefits of the renewable scenario notably

include a significant reduction in health-related costs, amounting

to $1.511 billion of the $2.730 billion average benefits. However,

these are not direct benefits from the electricity system itself.

Economic benefits correlate with four key input parameters,

determining the magnitude of these benefits (Figure 9). The
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FIGURE 7

Cumulative jobs created by 2030 and 2050 per scenario.

FIGURE 8

Greenhouse emissions per scenario.

relationship between benefits and each parameter varies

by scenario:

• In the Reference scenario, benefits directly relate to the cost

of natural gas and inversely to the cost of renewable energy.

Higher natural gas costs and lower renewable costs enhance

the benefits, as the BAU scenario (for comparison) relies more

on natural gas for electricity production.

• In the Natural Gas scenario, it’s more beneficial when fuel

oil generation is costlier, as the BAU scenario uses a similar

proportion of natural gas.

• In the Renewable scenarios, benefits increase with lower costs

for renewable energies (solar, wind, and storage).

• Across all scenarios, benefits grow with rising

coal prices, as this would increase the cost of the

BAU scenario.
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FIGURE 9

Economic benefits vs. technology and fuel costs.

After exploring the simulation results, we find that 63%

of futures in the Reference scenario yield benefits below the

$1.511 billion benefits associated solely with health benefits in

the initial simulations. For other scenarios, the percentages are

27% for Natural Gas, 30% for Renewable with biomass, solar,

and wind (land and sea), 12% for Renewable with solar and

wind (land), and 22% for Renewable with solar and wind (land

and sea).

We also identified the median parameters for 2050 associated

with low benefits. For instance, in the Reference scenario, benefits

are low if renewable costs don’t fall below $627/kW, natural gas

costs don’t exceed $6/MMBTU, and fuel oil generation costs don’t

rise above $123/MWh. Understanding these inflection points can

inform policy design to maximize benefits.

The renewable scenario with solar and wind (land) shows more

significant cost reductions compared to other sub-scenarios. This is

because offshore wind is relatively more expensive than land-based

solar andwind. Lower natural gas costs reduce the cost of renewable

scenarios compared to the reference. This is linked to the use of

combustion engines supporting high ERNC penetration systems.

The reduction in generation cost for the Natural Gas scenario

relative to the Reference and the cost of natural gas are variables

with a higher Pearson correlation coefficient (the R defined in

Figure 9), due to high dependence on this resource in that scenario.

4.3 Proposed roadmap

The economic assessment of various scenarios under

uncertainty provides valuable insights for proposing a set of

milestones that bring benefits from multiple perspectives. For

instance, identifying milestones that offer maximum net benefits or

create the most jobs is possible. However, an ideal set of milestones

for the Dominican Republic should satisfy various policy objectives

while steering the country toward electric sector decarbonization.

This approach would not only reduce GHG emissions, aiding the

country’s goal of carbon neutrality, but also potentially decrease

generation costs per energy unit and create more jobs, thereby

contributing to economic recovery and a just transition.

Key milestones are extracted by looking for parameter

combinations that yield the most desirable performance

metrics: generation cost, emissions, and jobs. An analysis

of 6,006 simulations identified the top 10% with the

best metrics. Three groups of futures were selected, one

for each metric, and the final set of milestones was

derived by examining variables at the intersection of

these groups.

These milestones, spanning four periods (2025, 2030, 2040,

2050), are presented with minimum and maximum values derived

from the simulations that satisfy the three mentioned metrics.
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TABLE 4 Milestones to decarbonize the electricity sector in the Dominican Republic.

Row Milestone 2025 2030 2040 2050

1 Renewable installed

capacity (GW)

Solar photovoltaic 1.8 2.5–3.5 5.4–7.6 8.1–11.5

2 Onshore wind 0.7 1.1–1.4 2.4–4.0 3.7–6.5

3 Offshore wind 0 0 0–1.3 0–1.3

4 Penetration of non-conventional renewable

energy (% of total capacity)

33 34–43 49–69 63–74

5 Participation of non-conventional renewable

energy (% of total production)

25 28–33 44–57 55–61

6 Yearly average investment in renewable

energy (millions of US$)

560 214–467 412–910 354–808

7 Penetration of battery energy storage systems

(% of non-conventional renewable energy)

6.4 10–14 25–34 29–44

8 Yearly average investments in battery energy

storage systems (millions of US$)

62 51–156 181–448 81–263

9 Replacement of coal-fired power plants

capacity (MW)

0 52–312 312–1,094 1,094

Values outside these ranges may lead to poor performance in the

indicated metrics. Table 4 presents Key observations include:

• Significant growth in solar and wind (onshore and offshore)

generation capacity is necessary in the long term. Solar

capacity should increase more than wind due to the country’s

resource availability and lower technology costs. Offshore

wind could be an effective alternative for the medium to

long term.

• The country needs to increase non-conventional renewable

energy (ERNC) penetration gradually to about 60% by mid-

century. Correspondingly, ERNC production should rise to

about 55% by then.

• Increasing ERNC penetration initially requires low

investments, which will grow as the country’s needs increase.

• Battery capacity should expand in the long term as technology

costs become competitive.

• Substituting or converting coal plants is not feasible in the

very short term. By 2030, some units could be substituted or

converted, but not exceeding 312 MW. By 2040, the suggested

retirement for good performance in the three metrics could be

at least 312 MW, increasing to the total if coal becomes too

costly. By 2050, all coal generation should be phased out.

These milestones are unique in that they align with concurrent

benefits across the three metrics of interest, implying that values

within identified thresholds would bring economic, environmental,

and social benefits to the Dominican Republic. The lower threshold

values correspond to low demand growth, while the higher values

are linked to demand increases.

5 Conclusions

The comprehensive analysis of various decarbonization

scenarios for the Dominican Republic’s electricity sector,

conducted under conditions of uncertainty, provides pivotal

insights into the country’s path toward a sustainable and carbon-

neutral future. This study highlights the intricate balance between

economic, environmental, and social factors in the transition to

renewable energy.

1. Economic implications: the renewable scenario emerges

as the most economically viable pathway. Despite higher

initial investment requirements, it offers the lowest overall

system costs, mainly due to significant savings in operational

expenses. The potential for reduced health-related costs, due

to lower emissions, further underscores the economic benefits

of this scenario. Moreover, the analysis reveals the sensitivity

of economic benefits to key input parameters, such as the costs

of natural gas, renewable energy, and fuel oil.

2. Environmental benefits: the renewable scenario significantly

lowers greenhouse gas emissions, aligning with the

Dominican Republic’s aspirations for carbon neutrality

and its commitments under the NDC. The projected decrease

in emissions demonstrates the environmental superiority of

the renewable scenario over others, especially considering the

potential for integrating green technologies like hydrogen in

the future.

3. Social impact and employment: this scenario also leads

in terms of job creation, with substantial employment

opportunities emerging from the expansion of renewable

energy infrastructure. The creation of new jobs in the

renewable sector not only contributes to economic growth

but also supports the country in its post-pandemic economic

recovery and ensures a just transition for workers.

4. Milestones and long-term strategy: the study identifies

critical milestones for the Dominican Republic’s journey

toward decarbonization. These include significant growth in

solar and wind energy capacity, increased penetration of non-

conventional renewable energies, and the gradual phasing

out of coal generation. Achieving these milestones requires

strategic planning and investments, especially in the context

of varying demand growth scenarios.
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5. Policy implications and future directions: the findings

suggest that policy measures should focus on incentivizing

renewable energy, optimizing energy storage solutions, and

carefully planning the transition from coal. Future analyses

should consider additional technological options, such as

green hydrogen and a more in-depth analysis of offshore

wind, as well as the evaluation of the potential impacts

of transmission and land availability on renewable energy

deployment. Moreover, future analyses should study the

electrification of other end-use demand sectors in detail

and test whether the renewable energy pathway would still

be convenient. Such analyses could find synergies between

renewable supply and flexible demand through technologies

like demand-side management.

In conclusion, the Dominican Republic stands at a critical

juncture in its energy transition. By adopting a renewable-focused

energy strategy, the country can achieve significant economic,

environmental, and social benefits. This transition requires

comprehensive planning, robust policy support, and strategic

investments, which will not only help the Dominican Republic

meet its climate commitments but also foster sustainable economic

growth and social development. The insights from this study offer

a valuable blueprint for the Dominican Republic and other nations

pursuing similar energy transitions, demonstrating that a shift

toward renewables is not just environmentally imperative but also

economically and socially beneficial.
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